Help save the environment and register now at www.netposti.fi.
You can register easily using your online bank user ID and password, or alternatively, a user ID and password provided by Posti
or a chip ID card issued by the Population Register Centre. When
you register, you can also see which organisations can send you
electronic letters.

Receive post or netpost.

For more information on the service,
go to www.posti.fi/netposti
send an e-mail message to asiakaspalvelu@posti.fi
call +358 200 71000 (local call charge/mobile charge)
Mon-Fri 8 am–8 pm, Sat 9 am–2 pm

www.netposti.fi

Easy and safely.
NetPosti is a free online service provided
by Posti for all Finnish citizens over 15
years of age. In practice, NetPosti is
an alternative to a physical mailbox coupled with a file archive. Letters that used to be delivered to your
mailbox in paper format can now be sent
electronically to your NetPosti mailbox.

One place for letter mail
You can receive various types of letters in NetPosti from companies and other organisations
registered with the service, just as you receive letters in your physical mailbox. Examples of
letters that can be sent to NetPosti are pay slips, bills, eGovernment documents and healthcare sector documents. An electronic letter sent to NetPosti looks exactly the same as the
corresponding paper letter.

Secure archiving for six years
You can organise your electronic letters and archive them securely in NetPosti for six years.
Even if you decide to change banks, the letters sent to NetPosti will be kept safe in the NetPosti archive, where they can be easily accessed. When an electronic bill arrives at NetPosti,
you can conveniently move to your online bank and transfer the bill’s reference information correctly. If you are a direct debit customer, you can benefit from the bill itemisations
sent to NetPosti.

NetPosti in figures
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Over ,000 senders
Nearly 200,000 users
1,000 eGovernment forms
An opportunity to cut carbon dioxide emissions by 90% (Natural Interest)

